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META-i Technologies Bags India 5000 Best MSME Award 2023

Impressive pool of over 190,000 nominations across 10 diverse categories

BANGALORE, India - Sept. 6, 2023 - PRLog -- META-i Technologies is thrilled to announce its
prestigious win as the recipient of the India 5000 Best MSME Award 2023. This recognition is a testament
to the company's unwavering dedication to excellence and commitment to delivering quality services.

The India 5000 Best MSME Awards for 2023 saw an impressive pool of over 190,000 nominations across
10 diverse categories. META-i Technologies emerged as a clear winner, showcasing the exceptional efforts
of its team.

The judging panel meticulously evaluated various aspects of the company, including: 
� A customer-centric approach and a commitment to delivering high-quality outcomes.
� Effective leadership fostering employee professional growth.
� Innovative concepts and benchmarking practices.
� A culture of continuous improvement and performance evaluation.
� Positive societal impact resulting from the company's work.
� Strategic processes and methodologies.
� Future expansion plans aligned with the company's Vision and Mission.
� Notable achievements in services, products, or management. 

META-i Technologies owes this remarkable achievement to its dedicated team, whose exemplary work
played a pivotal role in securing this prestigious accolade. "This award is a testimonial and reflection of our
clients' view of our services- Extraordinary quality!" said Venkatraman Umakanth, Senior Vice President &
Head, META-i Technologies.

The company is eagerly anticipating the physical certificate and trophy, which will be presented during the
India 5000 Best MSME Awards event scheduled for December 2023 in Mumbai. This award signifies not
only a significant milestone for META-i Technologies but also marks the beginning of a promising journey
toward more accomplishments in the future.

About META-i

We are CMMi Level3 Certified Company.

META-i Technologies Pvt.Ltd is an IT enabled service company which works with government, private
and public sectors in the field of education, assessment, and recruitment services. Our services are based on
Business to Business (B2B) and Business to Government (B2G) model.

In early 2001, META-i was conceptualized and incubated at the NS Raghavan Centre for Entrepreneurial
Learning (NSRCEL) - a centre of excellence at the Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore (IIMB). The
Company was set up with a vision to be a leader in skills assessment, testing and examination support
services.
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Using a mix of state-of-the-art technology, technical and operations expertise, META-i has over the years
lived that vision and revolutionized these services.

With decades of experience, operating in diverse markets, META-i is your technology service partner to
collaborate with for recruitment assessment, exam administration and training services.
Visit: https://www.metaitechnologies.com/
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